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Developer's Guide to Microsoft Enterprise Library, Visual Basic Edition (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2010

	You are holding in your hands a book that will make your life as an enterprise developer a whole lot easier.


	It’s a guide on Microsoft Enterprise Library and it’s meant to guide you through how to apply .NET for enterprise development. Enterprise Library, developed by the patterns & practices group, is a collection...
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Oracle Dba Survival GuideSams Publishing, 1995

	This hands-on, step-by-step guide provide the detailed information necessary to run your Oracle database smoothly and efficiently.





	Practical, step-by-step examples teach you the entire Oracle environment - from installation to daily administration and maintenance. Additional chapters give you tips for tuning, optimizing, and...
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Hands-On System Programming with Linux: Explore Linux system programming interfaces, theory, and practicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up and running with system programming concepts in Linux

	
		Key Features

		
			Acquire insight on Linux system architecture and its programming interfaces
	
			Get to grips with core concepts such as process management, signalling and pthreads
	
			Packed with industry...
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Cisco CallManager Best PracticesCisco Press, 2004
Delivers the proven solutions that make a difference in your  Cisco IP Telephony deployment

	
    Learn dial plan best practices that help you configure features  such as intercom, group speed dials, music on hold, extension mobility, and  more

    
	
    ...
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Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two : Tips & Tools for Connecting, Monitoring, and TroubleshootingO'Reilly, 2005
Today's system administrators deal with a vast number of situations, operating systems, software packages, and problems. Those who are in the know have kept their copy of Linux Server Hacks close at hand to ease their burden. And while this helps, it's not enough: any sys admin knows there are...
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Firefox and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and EmailQue, 2005
There's a new browser in town: Firefox is quickly becoming a  leading alternative to Microsoft Internet Explorer. If you are new  to Firefox and want to see what all the buzz is about, Firefox  and Thunderbird: Beyond Browsing and Email is the guide that  you need. By focusing on how to configure...
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MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram: Implementing and Maintaining Microsoft SQL Server 2005 ExamQue, 2006
The MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram is a must-have resource in your MCTS 70-431 exam preparation. The Exam Cram focuses on exactly what you need to know to get certified. This includes features like:

	
    Complete coverage of all 70-431 exam objectives
...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop CS4Visual, 2008
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 145 PhotoshopCS4 tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, sure to...
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The Digital Photography Book, Volume 2Peachpit Press, 2008
Scott Kelby, author of the groundbreaking bestseller “The Digital Photography Book, Vol. 1” is back with an entirely new book that picks up right where Vol. 1 left off. It’s more of that “Ah ha—so that’s how they do it,” straight-to-the-point, skip the techno jargon; packed with stuff you can really use...
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JUNOS SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations...
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Sams Teach Yourself Facebook in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	With more than 400 million active users and growing, it’s hard to ignore
	the buzz about Facebook. It’s a hot topic these days, and shows no signs of
	letting up. If you’re ready to get to the bottom of this Internet sensation
	and find out how to use this social networking phenomenon for yourself,...
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